X Goes for a “Cleaner” Feed

Decline in Threads Engagement

Instagram New Interactive Stickers

Resources:

here

October 16th at 11am EST for our live audit series, focusing on LinkedIn. Grab your FREE ticket

P.S.: Are you in need of freshening up your professional LinkedIn account? Join us on Monday, Anniston, from Metricool.

Until next week!

But we will be back next Sunday to update you on the craziness of the social media world.

Well, Metricooler, a lot of new changes are upon us… some that we maybe aren't ready for

This feature reminds me of how reactions appear in Slack. But, will it gain the same popularity in
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Welcome back, Threads!

Well, you're in luck because the world of

0 replies

49 likes

22 retweets

This feature will also roll out to group emails, where you can see who has specifically

To type or share an emoji, find it in your keyboard or select it from the menu. It will be

And if you're using a personal Gmail account, you can see who has specifically

From now on, those with

Well, you're in luck because the world of

Was the name a coincidence?

This content type has even influenced other networks to add their own version of Stories,

We all know that

Twitter (even tested “Fleets” such as Facebook and Snapchat. This content type has even influenced other networks to add their own version of Stories,

“Instagram University” event in New York

There are a few changes that users are very much looking forward to, such as

A major update this week was to the

Like reaction button

Double tap反应 button

Leaving only “views” visible

These updates were announced at the

What do you think about these coming features?

I think these new features will be extremely useful, both for brands wanting to promote

addition to other interactive features such as

as sharing Stories with multiple groups.

To promote their products or services, and for users wanting a more interactive experience on the

In Stories

Audio Notes, birthday reminders, and

As we roll into the holiday season,

Twitter is looking to get rid of one of the most classic features in posts.

Now, Instagram is looking to improve Stories even more, while X (formerly known as

Was the name a coincidence?

This content type has even influenced other networks to add their own version of Stories,